SAMANTHA/
I arrived at MWM studios to be greeted by two gorgeous girls Camerun and Samantha outside the studio. I was then directed to
a lift which takes you down to the heart of the operation the studio itself. I have to say here that the place is immaculate and with
all the mod cons known a home. The shower room was spacious and provided with hair gel and hand soap available. Once I
was changed in the shower room it was back out to the studio. The main arena studio has black mats surrounded by pink ones
on the outside. The mats I can tell you are safe and can take a solid fall.
Then is was onto my session with the gorgeous Samantha. Now this girl is full of surprises as She keeps her identity a mystery
which really adds to the experience. But her capabilities as a wrestler takes her to a new level. As some of you are aware I find it
hard to recall every move and find it difficult to account for the session, but I will try. We started on our knees, Samantha for a
woman who is 5ft 7inces tall seems to have an ability to turn herself into small package or as I would prefer to describe her a
coiled Cobra. My session consisted of me applying three body scissors to her and a chicken wing hold whilst with my back on the
floor and Samantha in attack position. Samantha is a big fan of the naked choke and rear naked choke which She applied to get
her submissions.
Do not be fooled by Samantha She moves quick and has excellent stamina and cardio. And guys remember She has had an
awful lot of combat experience too. But if you want the ultimate woman who not only makes you feel welcome and shares
intelligent conversation, but gives you a good bout then Samantha is your option. I woke up the next feeling at little sore, but on
the plus side of things I have walked away with no injuries this time and no sitting on the sidelines getting frustrated not being
able to participate. I walked away with a huge sense of fun and satisfaction, yes I lost but only by a small margin. The session was
magic, professionally organised and I will be back for a re-match before the Summer ends or at least begins.
Result The Strangler 6-4 Samantha
Jim AKA The Strangler

